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While many studies have been done ·on urban·· 
police officers, very little research has been directed··.· .'-
toward the study of rural and specialized law:·:. 
-~··~ . 
enforcement personnel. This· paper provides a >··· 1 .. , ·; ,,,.,_ -,, .. ,,". 
descriptive and exploratory account of factors·. ..,·i · .• • '<H -,, ;· -, . ;;:::Ji;.::,. 
associated with the use of discretion by- a: type of , .......... , • .: .,, 
specialized, rural law enforcement officer: the game 
warden. Using qualitative data obtained from 
operi-ended·questions in a ma_il survey as w.eH gs .. 
"j' 
incdepth interviews with 24 game wardens i11. the , .. 
state of Kentucky, legal and extralegal factors. that. 
influence patterns of discretion are aescribed. ·The · .,., ·: __ .... 
extent of prior wildlife related qeviance committed··· · 
by game wardens themselves as'youths-also'was ... 
examined. The· data revealed widespread use of .. " ·• • ·. 
discretion by game wardens, with factors such .as·,_. ·" · · · , 
seri9usness of the offense, prior contact with ·' · . " ., 
wardens, reputation as a violator,: and intent of the -
offender playing- key roles· in-terms of influeni:;jng .. .__.,. : :._ 
patt~rns of officer discretion. . . . .._ ... . . . 
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INTRODUCTION . 
The fact that rural crime has generally been neglected :by · 
social scientists is well documented (Bachman 1992· 
Gibbons 1972; Weisheit and Wells 1996). Because of th~ 
p~~ception held by many scholars;that crime }s,a product of 
c1t1es and .urbanization, sociological and criminologkal 
re~earch h<:s bi;en heavily bi.ased: toward the. study_ qf urpan 
crime. We1she1t and Wells (1996:379) claim that this has 
resulted in "urban ethnocenfrisn'V'·which is characi:erized·by 
a t~ndency of scholars to devel.op method~ and theories "for 
ur~an crime f?ro~lems ·and then ·to assun'ie that' they· have 
universal application." '· . · 
However, it is important to keep in mind the fact that crime 
does exist in rural areas, and that much o.f it takes the form of 
violations of hunting and fishing statutes (Gibbons i 972· .. 
Humme~ 1983). Gibbons (1972:178) states "Although'· · i ,'.[ 
'chumming' for .fish, hunting w!t.hout· a license, poaching. .)~ !f 
deer, and so forth are not what c1t1zens usually-have in mind :,. 'lli %.\. 
~he.n they talk about _the 'crime problem,' this activity is a"· .. · '$L ;~ij 
significant form of lawbreakingc" The illegal taking of wildlife· Yi!~­
res~urces.' orpoach!ng, has. also re~i:ived scant attention from · W;' Ji 
social sc1ent1sts. (Eliason 1999; Eliason and Dodder 1999; Sil<~~-: 
Muth and Bowe 1998). · · . · · ·' · ; · · · ;Ji!';;, 
Game warden~ or cm:iservation·· office-~s' are the law enfor- · ;~. :\ 
cement personnel who are specifically entrusted to enforce' ·:~ i 
state and federal fish and. wildlife. regulations: The forerunner -~ s: 
of the modern day game·.warden originated in Europe,· and ;iii ,~ 
was. called the "gamekeei:ier'_', .(Palmer and B~yant: 1985) .. "-~ i~:': 
Studies suggest that these md1v1duals were .typically former ?' •:t 
poachers who were chosen on the maxim:~'set a.thief to catch· ."f.i l· 
a thief" (Kirby 1933; Munsche 1981; ·Stockdale .1993): . . -~ .•! 
While a considerable_num9er"ofstudies have' been airected ~ # 
tov.:ard the study of urban p.olice officers, very little socio- f'I ·~ 
logical research has been done on rural law enforcement 1. "'~ 
officers, including those who enforce fish ari"d wildlife laws· ' ¥,Si 
(Forsyth l 993a; Forsyth 1993b; Palmer and Bryant 1985). r % 
Bryant, _Shoemaker, Skipper, and Snizek (1985:107) point out 
that while studies of urban police officers abo'und "'tnE"investi-
gation of specialized lawenforceni'ent age'ilcles(is rare." . 
Part of the reason for a lack of research on game ware · 
dens ma}'. be due to percepti_o~s about the type of offenses 
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game wardens deal with. Game wardens are the formal 
social co~tro~ agents who ".re specifically designated to 
enfo~ce wildlife. statute_s .. }heir primary role is to monitor 
hunting and fishing act1v1t1es and to cite those who violate 
wildlife laws. However, hunting and fishing offenses are 
often viewed as "folk crimes" (Ross 1961 ). These are 
deiin~d as ':criminal _acts .... w~ich fail to seriously violate 
public sentiments, either within the subculture in which 
they take place or within society at large" (Muth 1998:5). 
Thus, in the eyes of the public as. well as many scholars, 
the offenses game wardens deal with tend to be viewed as 
trivjal in nature when compared to those dealt with by 
other law enforcement agencies. 
. In reality, when compared with other law enforcement 
- oftjcers, their jo_b is a potentially dangerous one. Game 
. wardens deal with some unique situations that are alien to 
their urban law enforceme~t counterparts, in that they 
generally work alone and in remote and isolated rural 
regions, they lack immediate back-up by fellow law 
enforcement offic.ers, and they routinely deal with indivi-
duals that are armed and frequently intoxicated or high 
from alcohol or drugs (Palmer and Bryant 1985; Walsh and 
Dc;movan 1984). Game_ warden~ are sometimes physically 
as Sau lted and even k1 lied while attempting to enforce 
wildlife regulations (Baird 1983; Long 1985). 
While their primary responsibility is the enforcement of 
wildlife and boating laws, they often encounter other law 
vi<;>l~tions in the ~1eld, such as those involving drug laws, 
driving under the influence of alcohol, stolen property indi-
viduals with ?utstan~ing ~arrants, and so on. They ~lways 
need to exercise caution since the person whose license they 
are checking may have an outstanding warrant or be a parole 
violator who does not want to go to jail. 
::D~.spite the fact that many members of society have per-
ceptions of law enforcer:nent officers as fine, upstanding 
members of the community, previous research on the law 
enforce~ent occupation suggests th?t police officers routinely 
engage in various types of occupational related deviance. It 
o_ccurs in the form of lying and entrapment (Barker and Carter 
1990; Vago 2000), committing brutality against citizens 
(Barker and Carter 1986), and participating in various forms of 
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· graft and corruption including1bribery and the acceptance of 
kickbacks (Coleman 1.994;' Pfohl 1994). 
One topic that has been identi1ied as an area that warrants 
exploration is that of personal experiences of game wardens 
including deviance committed by conservation officers as 
youth-and its-relationship with the use of discretion· (Forsyth 
1994). Few studies have examined deviance committed by 
la,w enforcement personnel during their youth and prior to 
becoming sworn officers. The possibility has been r.aised that 
officers who have engaged -in certain types of deviance in the 
past may be inclined to be more lenient toward individuals 
·they apprehend who are engaged in similar t}'p,es of 
.. , ·deviance. · 
Discretion is- an area that has received'· a fair amount of 
attention in the police literature. Of1icer discretion is an 
important aspect of the occupation for law enforcement offi-
cers (Black and Reiss 1970; Brown 1981; Cicourel. 1976; 
· · Pepinsky· J 976; -Skolnick 1_975). Discr.etion refers to the 
,-,_ · . abiljty to.choose from.tWo or more.different courses of action 
.·. . ·.to resolve aJaw el1force'ment situation. Police officers have 
_,.,_ ... ,the:ilhiliW..tP a'rrest some.one cir to let them off with a formal 
.· , .. warning. They may also· c:Jeal with.· violators informally by 
-·~.,. giving.them a verbal reprimand, or they can altogether ignore 
the illegal activij.y. . _ .. , · 
._ · Legal as well as extralegal ··factors have been found to 
·infli.lenc·e the decisions·of police-officers when deciding how 
to dispose of offenses (Forsyth 1993b; Regoli and Hewitt 
2000). One factor is the seri.ousness of the offense (Black and 
Reiss 1970; Skolnick - ]975) .. Thcise who commit serious-
cri'mes are more· likely to be arrested than those who commit 
minor infractions. Another factor is the presence of a prior 
record (Cicourel 1976;·Smith and. Visher 1981). Those who 
have been arrested previously or who have· simply had a 
number of prior---police contacts-are more likely to be arrested 
than those with no .prior police. contacts. The attitude or 
· de~eanor of the offender also plays a· role iri the' use of dis-
. · cret1on (Becker· l 963;· Piliavin and Briar .. l 964). Individuals 
that are uncooperative with and disrespectful· to the police are 
more·:likely to· be formally· processed than those who are· 
sincere and show -genuine-respect·to the officer. · 
Other A.actors ·believed·-to.•influence the use of discretion . 
_., · _include<age,:c~iJ"c;foe·i01i'omie?1sta:tus/and race . .In terms of age, 
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those who are very young as wel I as those who are elderly are 
more likely to be treated leniently by the P?l!ce than others 
(Forsyth and Shover 1986; Terry 1967). lnd1v1d~als of lo~er 
socioeconomic status are more-likely to be perceived as being 
involved in crime than middle and upper class individuals, 
arid. are more likely to be -~fficially processed by the police 
(Bartollas and Miller 2001 ). 'In terms of ge~der and race, the 
evidence suggests that females are more likely to be treated 
leniently than males, and that Blacks are mo~e li_kely _to be 
officially processed for offenses -than are White ind1v1duals 
(Bartollas and Mi!ler 2001). . . . 
Another factor that_ should be taken into cons1derat1on 
when dealing ~ith the use of discr~ti~n, particul~rly_ i~ the 
case of wildlife law ·enforcement 1s intent.· An ind1v1dual 
who· violates any wildlife law ~ay be cited for it si~ce 
these are considered "strict liability" offenses. In ~hes.e _situ-
ations" the officer simply has to show that an individual 
committed' a'n act, and does' not need to prove that .they 
intended to do it. However, it seems reasonable to presume 
that some officers may exercise personal discretion and be 
lenient on an offender if- they ·believe the offense was !he 
result of an unintentional, honest mistake or due to genuine 
ignorance of the .law rather ·th.an-·a deliberate, intentional 
violation of the law. · 
Previous research on game wardens has examined.factors 
such a~ their social profile and occupational activities (Paln:er 
and Bryant 1985), discretion (Forsyth 1993b; Forsyth, Gramling 
and Wooddell 1998), policing styles•(Forsyth 1994); and the 
apprehension of poachers. (Forsyt~ 1993a). The purpose of 
. th.is study is·to extend previous research on gam: wardens by 
providing a descriptive account of factors tha~ influence. the 
·use of aiscretion by therp in the course of their occupation. 
Prior wildlife related deviance committed ·by game,wardens 
.•· and its· association with the use of discretion is examined as 
well. 
METHODOLOGY 
-· This·--study · used· ·qualitative data and ·employed t~e 
approach known as interpretive interactionism (Denzin 
1989). It refers to "the attempt to make the world of pr.oble-
matic lived experien.ce of ordinary people directly available 
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to the reader. The interactionist interprets these worlds" 
(Denzin 1989:7). To this end, extensive quotes from game 
wardens are presented. This approach allows the partici-
.. pants to speak for themselves, and permits the essence of 
their world to be captured in full, vivid detail. Summariza-
tion and interpretation of their comments is provided by the 
author. ' · 
. In terms of data collection, methodological triangulation 
was utilized (Denzin 1970). Data for this study was collected 
from a mail survey as well as in-depth interviews. In the first 
phase, of .the. project a survey was mailed to all current 
'." ·.Kentucky Wild life and Boating Officers in April 2001 (N = 146). 
· It contained a series of open-ended questions designed to 
"·gather information and reveal attitudes regarding the use of 
··discretion, personal experiences of engaging in wildlife rela-
ted deviance as youth, and background characteristics of the 
. · • wardens (Dillman 1978). ,Open-ended questions ·were used 
so that the participants could respond in their own words, 
., : thus pr,esenting the job of game warden in vivid detail. A total 
··· · of29.surveys,were corripleted and returned. 
In ·the .second phase of the project, in-depth interviews 
were conducted with game wardens who returned the survey 
and agreed to be interviewed. A question was placed on the 
·s.Lirvey .asking them if they would consent to a telephone 
interview, and if so to provide their phone number. A total of 
. 24 in~depth interviews were conducted with game wardens 
·.between April and June of 2001. Interviews ranged from 15 to 
""' . 60 minutes. Game wardens were asked to describe things 
such as the social class of poachers, the most difficult type 
of poacher to apprehend, the best part of the job of being 
a game warden, the.extent of poaching in their area, and the 
, extent to which they had been verbally and/or physically 
assaulted on the job. As with previous research endeavors on 
game wardens, these questions were intended to be "guides 
to discussion rather than generators of specific responses" . 
(Forsyth 1994:50). This approach pemiitted pertinent ' 
information to be gleaned from their responses. All of the 
game wardens were male, and they ranged in age from 28 to 
63 years old. The educational attainment of wardens in the 
study ranged from high school graduates tq those who had 
Master's degrees. These individuals had experience as game 
wardens that ranged from 2 to 33 years. 
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
Youth Violations 
135 
The majority cif game wardens in this study indicated that they 
had broken various wildlife laws while growing up. They 
were asked: "When you were growing up, did you ·ever hunt 
or fish illegally?' If yes, describe." Many of the violations 
committed by wardens as youths were deliberate violations of 
the law. Not all of them indicated they violated the law 
intentionally, however. Some indicated they did it because 
they didn't know any better or didn't know the law, while 
others said they did it because of Peer Pressure. Violations 
were thus categorized as Intentional, Ignorance, or You'th/ peer 
pressure. 
Intentional 
Intentional. offenses committed by game 'war,dens ,in their 
youth ranged'from relativel{minor infractions such·as license 
violations to more serious offenses such as killing deer out of 
season: Many were quite frank about their misdeeds and were 
willing to elaborate about the extent of their involvement in 
·these ty'pes of illegal activities. For example, one warden with 
· 20 years of experience stated the following: · 
·Hunted out of season one time. ·Looked for the game warden 
the whole time. · · 
., ). . - J . 
An older warden wi.th more than 30 years of experience 
admitted to committing an extensive number of violations as " 
a youth: · · · .. '. · · · 
Yes. I've probably violated most game laws, some intently 
[SIC] some by not knowing the law. My father was not a 
hunter or fisherman, didn't start till he was in his 50s. I was 
a loner, my friends also didn't hunt or fish. I could have used a 
role model. Examples, no junior license. Qut.of·season rabbit, 
deer. Fishing, size limit, creel limit, shooting bass, over limit 
frogs. Shooting hawks, owls;· buzzards. 
As the following comments indicate, other wardens admitted 
varying degrees of intentional involvement in wildlife offenses: 
Yes! ttie river I grew up near is and was then. under what is 
known as the Wild River Act. It is illegal to gig, snag or shoot 
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fish in •. this river. I have·doneall these violations before the age 
of 16. I never hunted illegally. 
Yes.-As a-boy-I-would .take over theJimit.of.fish._ 
When I was about six I tried to snag a catfish from a bridge .. 
· Ye.s. Li'cense violations in my mid and late teens. 
Yes.'I have killed over the limit of deer. · 
Racc.oon hunting out of season. Shot ground hogs from 
Vehicles while driving along roadways. . ,, . ' -·.: 
Yes. Fish and hun\. Sein fish. Shoot foxes at night by lights and 
have a. deer or two. · 
:Y,~s. l!J. sometimes squirrel hunted during the. November 
fire·ar·ms .se_ason because there wasn't any deer near my home, 
thus no deer hunters.· · 
-Ignorance· 
Some of the wardens ·who had broken wildlife laws indi-
_dted. that th.ey had done so out -of ignorance or because of 
lack of- khowl_edge concerning the hunting and/or fishing 
regulations. For example, one warden in his forties claimed 
-.that his violations were due to a lack of knowledge regarding 
licensing requirements, seasons, and bag limits: 
Yes. But I did not know that a license was required and/or did 
. not know that there were only certain sexes that you could 
··possibly harvest. I did .. not know there was such a· thing'as 
-· rabbit season or that there were limits on fishes. I only caught 
bluegill or mud catfish and I was content. I didn't know that I 
needed a license or that there were seasons Uf')til ,-·graduated 
from high school. . . .. . ' 
. The. following ·c;omments from other wardens suggest that 
. ignorance of the. law was· the· primary reason for their mis-
, behavior: · 
Yes, but only .. out:bf•ign·orance·of the law .. As a young person 
'(tWelve and under) 1 ·diCln·'r·even know there was a limit on 
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squirrels. I have neveu:'.onscientiously [SIC] violated a fish and 
game law, · 
Not knowingly. 
---- - __ :.... 
Not knowingly. Who knows what the regulations were back 
·then. 
Probably as a juvenile, simply by not knowing any better. 
I may have fished without a license while ·16 or 17 years old. 
I'm really not sure. It would only have been a couple of ti~es. 
My father was VERY "by the book" on us keeping ·the fish and 
game laws. · 
Youth/Peer Pressure 
A couple of wardens attributed their prior misbehavior to 
the effects of being a youth and the. peer press_ur_e that is 
common when a person is in the early stages of life. For 
exampll'!, one middle-aged warden with nearly 20 years of 
experienc_e attcibuteq his youthful misbehavior to a phase that 
most yoyth go through _and are able to· successfully_ resolve: 
. ' . . ' 
Yes. This appears to be a phase that most go through but some 
never grow out of it. 
The comments of another individual_, a young warden in his 
twenties, indicate that peer pressure was the driving force that 
influenced him to violate wildlife !avv~ on a couple of occa-
sions in his youth: · 
I trespassed.one time when I was fifteen to kill some quail I had 
seen while riding around with some friends. Around the same 
time I shot a buzzard with a .22 rifle. This activity was a prime 
example of how you are affected by your peers. Other than 
that I was extre'mely straight laced. 
DISCRETION 
There was a definite connection between prior wildlife vio-
lations by game wardens and the use of discretion. All of the 
wardef)s except for .one who violated the law as a youth used 
discretion when dealing with violators (20 out of 21). On the 
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other hand, only 75 percent (6 out of 8) of the warden~, 
had not violated wildlife laws said that they used discret 
There was also some direct support for the aforement(' 
axiom "to catch a thief, set a thief." One warden· in· 
thirties stated the following in this regard: · · 
Yes. I have violated some wildlife laws when I was y~unt 
and have been caught before. That's how I know what to lei 
for. ' 
In order to ascertain whether they used discretion, giJ :: 
.. ward.ens were as~ed .if they used discretion with violai<'f 
,·and 1f so to descnb_e 1t. There were very few wardens ind 
study who didn't use discretion (3 out of 29). These indiV 
duals felt that their job was to treat everyone equally who Ha 
broken the law, as the following comment from one of thos 
wardens, a 50 year old, suggests: "' 
=·· 'J' ·Ne), if they violate the law they will be cited and the court .. '' 
system makes the decision. My job is to enforce the law, not·''.:,; 
be judge and jury. ·' : ' . ': - ~ 
·Discretio~ was.used by the majority of the game warden~: 
in Jhe study. The following general comments from some oh 
the wardens. illustrate the importance they place· on possesc · 
sing the capaeity' to· exercise discretion as they go about::. 
performing their law enforcement duties: 
• · Yes. Without .it a law enforcel}lent officer cannot survive. 
. . ~ . 
Yes. Use of common sense. 
Yes, this depends on many factors. i.e., type of violation, age 
. : '·· of violator, mental state of violator, economic status of vio-
lator, and many more things that occur. · 
Sometimes. Husband and wife iishing out of season, [I] might 
cite just one of them. · 
To a degree. There are minimum and maximums to laws and 
depending on the circumstance the law works on minimums 
and maximums. 
All the time. [I] take each case and always take time to talk to 
~em. · · 
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,.i~fbllowing statement by an officer in his thirties wi~~ a 
·~.e'n.. years of experience on the job suggests that citing 
xi!fuals for each and e~ery violation . of th; law can 
:µ~Hy be counterproductive to the agency s goal of 
·J;l.i~~ing compliance with the law. He related how the use 
;.m:;cretion is necessary for wildlife law enforcement to be 
e,(;tjve in the long run:· . . 
_f~ 
: s. You have to use discretion with violators for a number of 
·reasons. You want to curtail illegal activity, but at the same 
jime you have to realize you can't "n,ick~I .~nd dime" the 
)public to the point where [we] lose cred1b1l1ty and p~bhc 
··Support. Sometimes you achieve longer lasting results with a 
.)verbal, or written warning, depending upon the nature of the 
~\violation, age and education of the offender, and his attitude. 
,·i'he following comment from a young officer with a half 
.dozen years of experience succinctly describes how h~ bases 
his decision to use discretion on the extent to which he 
·perceives it will contribute to the achievemen'i_ of h.is primary 
: objective, which is to preventing future 'v1olat1ons from 
, occurring: 
Of course, you always use officer discretion. One thing you 
never want to.do is let·your personal opinions of certain laws 
interfere with your judgment. I must look at 'th~ ov.erall P.ic-
ture. My goal is to punish violators and sornetin;i~~ ,set an 
ex·ample but most of all it is to stop a.ny ~urther yi0Jat1ons from 
occurring. Whether a ticket, warning orjyst a ,go,9d ta~k1ng 
to will achieve this goal is usually whe:e I ba.se, my deco~1on 
to cite. 
A comment by a middle-aged. ward~n who was a seasoned 
· veteran with nearly 20 years of experience on the J?b seemed 
. to imply that younger officers who are new to "the JOb tend to 
· be harsh on violators, but as they· get older and · more 
'"· experienced they often stress the importance· of enforcing the 
· spirit of the law as opposed to the letter of the law: 
Yes. A wise judge onc.e told me that when you are a young 
officer you can use the "letter of the law," then as you mature 
as an officer you will learn the "spirit of the law." I use dis-
·cretion and attempt to.-enforce the spirit of the law. . 
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Seriousness of the Offense 
Consistent with previous research, one factor that was asso-
ciated with the use of discretion was seriousness of the 
offense. In general, the more serious the offense the more 
likely it was thauhe.officers would not.exercise discretion_in 
those situations and the violators would receive a citation. 
This is illustrated by the following comment of a warden in 
his· forties that deals with a couple of hypothetical, yet com-
mon, situations that may be encountered by wardens in the 
iield: 
A lot depends on the violation. An example might be: 1) A 
man or woman taking his [or her] child fishing. He forgets to 
buy a license, I don't think he deserves a citation. 2) A man or 
woman take their child turkey hunting. They are hunting over 
bait. I think they deserve to be prosecuted to the fullest. 
Another warden took licensing violations very seriously and 
had the following to say in regar.d to the seriousness of the 
offense: 
Yes. I look to the intent of the person violating. However 
some violations such as hunting or fishing without a license 
always are issued a citation regardless of any mitigating cir-
cumstances. If the judge wants to turn them loose that's his 
business. 
In general, those apprehended for minor violations were 
much more likely than others to be treated leniently. In many 
cases this took the form of giving warnings and courtesy 
notices to violators who had committed minor violations. In 
other situations, some wardens ·reported being lenient by 
issuing a ticket for a single offense when multiple offenses 
were actually committed, and cou Id have each been "stacked 
up" against the offender. This is illustrated by the following 
statements from wardens: · 
Always. With the blessing of my courts. If I think my judge 
would dismiss a citation, I usually issue courtesy notices. 
If I cite someone to court the judge knows I feel it is a serious 
violation. · 
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Yes. When possible for simple violations and mistakes I issue 
a courtesy notice instead of a citation. Inform and educate. 
After all we want compliance with the laws and regulations. 
Yes. ff I have various charges, unless they are serious charges, 
-·sometimes I will give a citation ·for 1-2-charges-and written· 
notices (courtesy notices) on the rest. That is a case by case 
situation. 
There are degrees of violation. The older I got the more lenient 
I got. 
These statements suggest that in most cases, individuals 
who commit serious offenses will be ofiicially processed. 
Officers were most likely to be lenient in cases involving 
relatively minor instances of lawbreaking. These iindings are 
consistent with the work of Gibbons (1972:183), who states 
that "selective and differential enforcement is likely to occur 
most frequently in the if1stance of minor lawbreaking." 
Prior Contact/Reputation 
Some wardens said ·that if an individual had a reputation for 
violating wildlife laws, it did not negat_ively influence t~eir 
attitude toward those violators. They indicated that they tried 
not to take the actions of violators personally, and simply 
tried to be fair and do their job effectively. This type of atti-
tude is evident in the following comments made by game 
wardens: 
It used to. I finally realized that i.t is not a personal thing. 
No. I have to catch that person in violation first before I make 
up my mind. 
No. To violate the Fish and Game laws does not make you a 
bad person. 
No, I try not to take the job personal. 
No. I simply do my job. 
No. They usual[y. have the attitude change toward the officer 
(me). 
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Not at all because I try each time they are caught [to] get 
through to them ... how stupid they are. 
However, other wardens indicated that individuals who 
had reputations of being habitual violators due to prior con-
tacts with the officers for wildlife violations were more likely 
to be closely scrutinized and viewed in a negative manner. 
The responses of wardens to the question "If someone comes 
to be known as a habitual wildlife law violator or "poacher," 
does it affect your attitude toward them? If yes, describe," 
can be classified into "three categories: Need to be observed, 
The violator is a criminal/thief, and disrespecting the officer. 
Need to be Observed 
Some of the wardens felt that they needed' to pay close 
attention to those individuals who had a history and reputa-
tion of violating the law. This is illustrated by the following 
comments of wardens. For example, one warden in his thir-
ties claimed that offenders have a tendency to engage in the 
same activities over and over again, and stated the following 
in this regard: 
In a way. I don't treat them any differently than I do anyone 
else, but ·1 do pay attention to where I see them and when I see 
· ihem. Violators, whether they know it or not, will operate in 
the same manner time after time (m.o.). When you see that, 
you know the person you saw may be working that area. 
Another warden in his forties with more than 20 years of 
experience said that he had only dealt with a few repeat 
offenders, and added that they received harsh treatment from 
the judiciary when they went to court: 
Yes. I will direct my attention in their areas more often. I have 
had less than a dozen repeat offenders but I have caught a few 
of them two or three times but when they wen,t to court the 
second time they ended up paying for it severely! 
The comments of other wardens indicated that they would 
take a greater interest in the activities of these individuals 
because of their prior activities and reputation: 
No. Each case is unique. I do, of course, tend to observe for 
violations more intently. 
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Yes, I would observe that person more often. 
Yes. If I know of past violations then I will look extra hard 
when I run into this person. This is not personal feelings but 
just common sense. 
Yes. I'm more cautious and curious concerning their activities. 
Other wardens said that they would not mistreat offenders or 
violate their rights, but indicated that they wou Id watch these 
individuals ~ore. clos~ly_ since they had a history or reputa-
tion of engaging 1n wildlife offenses: . 
I would say yes because that person needs more watching. 
This does not mean I would mistreat them but I would watch 
·them more closely in the woods. 
Yes! In that I would probably watch them more closely and be 
les.s likely to believe them. However we are not prosecutors or 
judges. When a particular case is over, it is over! 
Yes. You work harder to keep up with their daily and nightly 
activities and you make it a point to learn about them and 
their friends. They may not be bad people but you still make it 
a point to check them more closely when you encounter 
them. 
Yes. My attitude towards them changes in that their actions 
dictate that I need to keep a watchful eye on them. My attitude 
towards them remains the same as far as respecting them and 
their Civil rights. I do not hold a "grudge" toward them, and 
I think they all know that. 
The Violator is a Criminal/Thief 
Other wardens had a very low regard for habitual violators 
and equated them with common criminals and thieves. As 
such, they viewed these individuals in' a very negative manner 
and were not likely to cut these violators any slack. These 
officers had negative attitudes toward violators that were 
similar to those that the "booker" types of wardens had 
toward poachers in Forsyth's (1994) study of game wardens 
in Louisiana. The following statement from a warden with 
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18 years of experience revealed a no-nonsense, "get tough" 
stance toward habitual offenders: 
Yes. A chronic violator does not get any benefit of the doubt. 
I recommeng_!b_e_maisimu_m p~nalty the law allows for. How-_ 
ever, if they are friendly I ·am friendly but still, no breaks. 
Another warden in his fifties held a dim view of poachers and 
said that the activities of these individuals amount to thievery 
from the general public: 
_I lose respect for th.em. Because now they're a thief, and 
they're stealing from you and /. Also [from the] rest of [all] 
legal hunters and fishermen. 
Comments from other wardens indicated that they developed 
a dislike for violators that was manifest by a lack of respect as 
well as feelings of disdain toward these individuals: 
Yes, [I] learn to dislike anyone who poaches all the time. 
Yes. I have no respect for them in any way. 
I don't care anything about being around them. I look at these 
people the same as I would any other thief. 
Disrespecting the Officer 
A couple of wardens in the study took the actions of 
habitual poachers personally, and believed that the mis-
behavior of these individuals represented a personal affront to 
them because of their status and authority as a law enforce-
ment officer. They felt that by violating the law, these indi-
viduals were disrespecting their position of authority. for 
example, a warden in his thirties said the following about 
how he took the actions of poachers personally: 
Yes. There is a severe personality clash betwee~ us. They go 
against everything I believe in. They are essentially stealing 
from all the honest sportsmen in the state and the department 
who has worked so hard to establish the modern day popu-
lations of game that we have today. Our wives and families 
spend many nights and long hours without us at home due to 
people like this. When encountered in the field, someone who 
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is known to be a "poacher" can expect to be looked at 
through a microscope. 
Another young warden, in his tw~nties, .indicated tha_t he .was 
very circumspect.about his negat1".e_atHt_i.!.d_e t_o\\/ard ha_b1t~al _ 
violators and added that he received a great deal of satis-
faction f;om successfully apprehending these individuals: 
Certainly. Since there is usually just one conservation officer in 
each county it is very easy to take a habitual poacher's actio.ns 
personally. Not only are they disrespecting the wtldl1fe 
resource but my position also. This attitude is never made 
,public but eventually these people wnl screw up and get 
caught. This just adds a little more satrsfact1on to makrng a 
good arrest. I try to never set my sights solely on ~ne poacher 
for very long. That will drive you crazy. Usually 1f you leave 
them alone they will screw up and get caught. 
Another warden in his forties indicated that these individuals 
are dishonest and as such, he loses trust in them: . 
Yes. I tend to lose trust in them, knowing that they have and 
will lie to me. I tend to be more suspicious whenever I 
encounter them, and tend to check/or inspect them more 
thoroughly. 
Intent 
One significant factor that was found to be associated wi~h the 
use of discretion for game wardens had to do with the intent 
of the violator. The following comments from wardens sug-
gest that if the officers believed that an o[fense was a g~nuine, 
honest mistake they were much more likely to be Jen.rent on 
the violator than if they believed the offense was a deliberate, 
intentional violation of the law. 
The following comment is from an officer in his forties with 
nearly 20 years of experience. He described ~ow he takes the 
intent of the violator into account when decrdrng whether to 
charge someone: 
Yes. Whenever I feel that someone has violated the law 
through ignorance, I generally combine two or more charges 
into one, or give them longer to appear for arraignment. If I 
feel they have violated i[ltentionally, I write each and every 
charge, and give them the minimum time for arraignment. 
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A comment from _a ward_en in his fifties suggests that indivi-
duals. who. commit certain types of offenses, especially ser-
ious, 1ntent1onal ones, do not deserve any leniency whatsoever, 
and should be formally processed in the legal system: 
You have discretion in t_he field. You can give a court~sy 
notice. A guy who 1s spotlighting at night, that guy needs to go 
to court. · 
The following comments from wardens indicate that offenses 
that are _the res~lt of an honest mistake or ignorance are often 
treated 1n a lenient manner, and suggest that discretion is an 
1i:iportanuool_for wildlife law enforcement to deal with these 
kinds of s1tuat1ons: 
[I've used discretion! many times with seniors and genuinely 
sincerely honest mistakes. People who thought they were 
correct, but had an undersize fish or one fish over [the] limit 
(miscounted). Didn't know to make their own tags before 
hunting etc. . 
Yes. Not all violations are the same. They may brake the same 
law, ho-:vever some are accidents while some are trying to get 
away with 1t. 
Yes. Some people r:iay not be aware of sizes, limits, etc. Any 
law enforcement without discretion is useless. 
Yes. Sometimes a warning citation may be in order as to 
inform rather than to punish. 
Age 
In terms of age, discretion was most likely to be used with 
violators who were very ·young as well as those who were 
elderly. This was generally due to the fact that wardens 
be~1eved t~at ma_ny of the individuals in_ these1 categories are 
no. as familiar with the rules and regulations as others and as 
a result are less likely .to possess a complete thorough 
understanding of the law and should therefore' be treated 
leniently whe_n they commit an i.nfraction. This is exemplified 
by the foll<;>wmg comment from a warden in his mid-thirties 
~ho described how he uses discretion with the elderly and 
juveniles: 
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Yes, I once check[ed] an older adult who had a senior dis-
able[d] card but not a license, he said he thought it was all he 
had to have so I gave him a warning and advised him of the 
law. Juvenile offenders I usually give the minimum fine to. 
I feel they need to know there is punishment for violating game 
Jaws .. 
The following comments from other wardens further illustrate 
the role that age plays in their decisions of whether or not to 
cite someone for an offense: 
Yes. Sometimes if I find an older individual who has done little 
fishing and possibly has an 11 ~ large mouth bass, I'll explain 
to them the concept behind the law and return the fish to the 
water. I've also found some older folks who have no license 
but think they are still under the old blanket that after they turn 
65 they need not have a license. 
I try to use common sense when issuing citations. Juvenile 
hunters and fishermen usually get the second chance, and 
I talk with their parents, explaining the do's, don'ts, why not. 
I use discretion when dealing with age, and mental cases. 
Yes. I listen to whatever excuse they want to give. I also take 
into fact age of violator, if children are present. Whether our 
information given out from Frankfort is understandable, atti-
tude, repeat offender. · 
Gender 
Game wardens were more likely to be lenient with females 
who had violated the law than with males. Females have not 
traditionally participated in hunting and fishing activities to 
the same extent as men (Stedman and Heberlein 2001 ), so 
some wardens may go easier on them since they feel that they 
are inexperienced and as a result, not as apt to be familiar. 
with the Jaws and regulations that govern these types of 
activities. For example, a warden in his mid-thirties with a 
little over a dozen years of experience provided some examples 
of how he uses discretion based on the sex of the offender: 
Yes. E~.arnple-husband and wife without a fishing license-
[!] only cite one. Example-mother and children fishing, JtheJ 
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mother doesn't have a license-[!] may issue [a] courtesy 
notice. 
Attitude 
The a~titude_o_f a wildl_ife I~~ vi-olato~ also played a role in ~ne 
officers dec1s1on to cite o.r not cite a violator for an offense. 
In the following comment, this particular officer who was in 
his thirties, bluntly told of how he "throws the b~ok" at viola-
tors who are dishonest in their dealings with him: 
Yes! The violators attitude plays a role in the way I handle 
'them. If they lie to me I use every means provided by my 
agency to encourage them not to lie to me again. 
CONCLUSION 
This research suggests the possibility that certain factors play 
an important role in the use of discretion by wildlife law 
enforcement personnel. Law enforcement officers have the 
~bility_to discriminate in terms of how they dispose of law 
1nfract1ons they encounter. They can be harsh on individuals 
and throw the book at them, or they can go easy on violators 
and cut them some slack. Consistent with prior research, 
factors such as seriousness of the offense as wel I as prior 
~ontact and reputation as a violator each played a major role 
in terms of whether or not discretion would be exercised by 
the offic_er. W~rdens were more likely to go easy on offenders 
whose infractions were minor as well as those who did not 
have reputations as habitual violators. Intent of the violator 
was also found to be an 'important factor associated with the 
~se_ of discretion. Wardens were much tougher on those 
md1v1duals who committed deliberate, flagrant violations of 
the law than they were on those who committed honest 
mistakes or who committed their offense out of ignorance. 
The Job of game warden is a frequently overlooked occu-
pation in t_oday's soc~ety,- These individuals ~re responsible 
for protecting the nations _wildlife resources for future gen-
erations to en1oy. There 1s a critical need for additional 
research that examines the human dimensions of wildlife 
Prior res_earc~ sugg~sts that as the motivations for poach.ing 
change, d1scret1on will play a more limited role in the dis-
position of individual cases. That is, game wardens have 
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sometimes gone easy on individuals who poach because they 
need the meat, and have even looked the other way and 
ignored some of those offenses (Forsyth et al. 1998). Nowa-
days, a greater amount of poaching is done for the thrill or 
-excitement of-it as-well as-the profit that can_be_derived Jrom_it 
(Brymer 1991; Curcione 1992; Musgrave, Parker, and Wolak 
1993). Forsyth et al. (1998:36) state: "With a greater per~ 
centage of younger poachers falling into the money or exci-
tement categories, we also should see a decline in the 
differential enforcement by game wardens and the increasing 
criminalization of poaching in general." . -
There is a considerable amount of social change occurring 
in society that has the potential to significantly impact tradi-
tional uses of wildlife via changes in hunting laws (Heberlein 
1991 ). These changes include urbanizati_on and sprawl that is 
occurring at an alarming rate and which results in additional 
areas being classified as off limits to hunting. The activities of 
various animal rights organizations are significant as well, 
since the primary objectives of many of these groups include 
the elimination of sport hunting and trapping. Hunting has 
been criticized for being violent (Kheel 1996), and is increas-
ingly being viewed by many individuals in mainstream society 
as an antisocial act (Heberlein 1991 ). · 
Change also is occurring with respect to the trend toward 
the increasing commercialization of wildlife. It is exemplified 
by the increasing popularity of guided and fee hunting on 
private property, especially in the western region of the 
United States. It is possible that this also may contribute to the 
increased criminalization of poaching in the future. As 
wildlife becomes a valued commodity for those who can 
derive a substantial economic profit from it on their land via 
guided hunts, we should see strict laws emerge that are 
designed to protect the resource. For example, McGrath 
(1992) reported that poaching became an issue for the gov-
ernment in Newfoundland and Labrador in 1982 when it 
wanted to expand the tourist industry via big game hunting by 
non-residents. 
The role that personal experience plays in influencing the 
use of discretion should be elaborated upon in future studies. 
For example, in addition to examining violation of wildlife 
laws as a :youth and its impact on the. use of discretion, 
research should be directed toward the study of lawbreaking 
·_ ... ·." 
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behavior in general and its association with the use of dis-
cretion. It would be useful to know the extent to which the 
violation of any laws as a youth (e.g., stealing, vandalism, 
alcohol or drug violations, etc.) influence discretionary deci-
sion making on the part of game wardens as well as other 
police officers in general. 
Future research should also examine the role that depart-
mental organization plays in the use of discretion by wildlife 
law enforcement officers. It would be informative to ascertain 
the .degree to which departmental policies have a bearing on 
individual decision making by officers. For example, do some 
departments have "zero-tolerance" policies for certain 
offenses? These and other questions need to be addressed by 
scholars in the future. 
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of crime seriousness by jewish 
and muslim respondents 
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M~st empirical research has attempted to 
demonstrate the relationship between 
religiosity and criminal behavior principally 
on the basis of self-reported measures of 
criminality. The present study analyzed the 
influence of individual religiosity on personal 
perceptions of the s~ri<?usness of a variety cif 
criminal offenses. Findings obtained from a 
national sample of. Israeli respondents with 
varying degrees of religiosity and belonging to 
two different' religions-Judaism and Islam-
support the existence of effects of religiosity 
on perceptions of crirr:ie seriousness. Moreover, 
in the case of the Jewish respondents, 
religiosity emerged as the. variable ~xerting 
the most influence on their perceptions of 
victimless offenses. 
INTRODUCTION 
The relationship between religiosity and crim~ _has been .a 
topic of research for social scientists and religious pract1- . 
tioners for more than 40 years (Elifson et al. 1983). Generally, 
many sociological and criminological theories (e.g., of 
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